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Abstract-Let 
CSRnXn = {A = (aij) E Rnxn ) aij = an+i--i,n+i-j, i,j = 1,2,. . ,n}. 
In this paper, we mainly discuss solving the following problems. 
PROBLEM IO. Given X,B E Rnxm. Find A E CSRnXn such that 
AX=B. 
PROBLEM I. Given X, B E Rnxm. Find A E CSRnXn such that 
([AX - BII = min. 
PROBLEM II. Given A E Rmx”. Find A’ E SE such that 
where 1) . 11 is the Fkobenius norm, and SE is the solution set of Problem I or IO. 
The expressions of the general solution of Problems I and 10 have been derived. The sufficient and 
necessary conditions for the solvability of Problem 10 have been provided. The numerical algorithm 
to find the optimal approximate solution and some numerical experiments have been given. @ 2003 
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Matrix inverse problem: given three sets of real n x n matrices S, real n-vectors zr , . , z,,,, and 
n-vectors br, . . . , b,, m 5 n, find a real n x n matrix A E S such that 
Axi = bi, i=1,2 )...) m. 
LetX=(zr,zz,..., z,), B = (bl, bz,. . , b,), then the above relation can be written as 
AX=B. 
If we take B = XA, A = diag(Xr, X2,. . , A,), where X1,X2,. . . ,X, are numbers, then the above 
problem is called the inverse eigenvalue problem. 
The prototype of those problems initially arose in the design of Hopfield neural networks [1,2]. 
It is applied in various areas, such as the discrete analogue of inverse Sturm-Liouville problem [3], 
vibration design [4], and structural design [5,6]. 
For important results on the discussions of the inverse problem AX = B associated with several 
kinds of different sets S, we refer the reader to [5-121. It is very important and also pays close 
attention to the study of least-squares solutions for the above problem associated with several 
kinds of different sets S, for instance, general matrices, symmetric nonnegative definite matri- 
ces, bisymmetric (same as persymmetric) matrices, bisymmetric nonnegative definite matrices, 
antisymmetric matrices, symmetric orthsymmetric matrices, and so on (see [13-221). 
Centrosymmetric matrices (may not be persymmetric) have practical applications in informa- 
tion theory, linear system theory, linear estimate theory, and numerical analysis (see [23-251); 
however, the inverse problems of centrosymmetric matrices have not been addressed yet. In this 
paper, we will discuss those problems. 
We introduce some notations to be used. Let Rnx” denote the set of all n x m real matrices; 
ORnx” denote the set of all n x n orthogonal matrices; A+ be the Moore-Penrose generalized 
inverse of matrix A; I,, be the identity matrix of order k; 11 . /I be the Frobenius norm of a matrix; 
rank (A) denote the rank of matrix A; for A, B E R”‘“, (A, B) = tr(BTA) denote the inner 
product of matrices A and B, then Rnx” is a Hilbert inner product space; the norm of a matrix 
generated by the inner product is the Frobenius norm. 
Let ei be the i th column of I, and set S, = (e,, e,_r, . . . , er). It is easy to see that 
s,’ = s,, s,Ts, = I. 
DEFINITION 1. Let A = (aij) E R”‘“. If A satisfies 
%j = %+1-i,n+1-j, i,j=1,2 ,..., 72, 
then A is caJJed an n x n centrosymmetric (may not be persymmetric) matrix; the set of all n x n 
centrosymmetric matrices is denoted by CSR”‘” 
Then the problem studied in this paper can be described as the following problem. 
PROBLEM IO. Given X, B E Rnxm, find a centrosymmetric (may not be persymmetric) matrix A 
such that 
AX=B. 
In this paper, we will discuss the solvability conditions and the expression of the solution of 
Problem IO. But X and B occurring in practice are usually obtained from experiments, it is 
difficult for them to satisfy the solvability conditions; therefore, it makes sense to study the 
least-squares solutions of the inverse problem. 
PROBLEM I. Given X, B E Rnxm, find a centrosymmetric (may not be persymmetric) matrix A 
such that 
IlAX - BI( = min. 
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The expression of the solution of Problem I is derived. 
The optimal approximation problem of a matrix with the above-given matrix restriction is 
proposed in the processes of test or recovery of linear system due to incomplete dates or revising 
given dates. A preliminary estimate d of the unknown matrix A can be obtained by the exper- 
imental observation values and the information of statical distribution. The optimal estimate 
of A is a matrix A* that satisfies the given matrix restriction for A and is the best approximation 
of A, see [20-221. 
In this paper, we will also consider the so-called optimal approximation problem associated 
with AX = B. The problem is as follows. 
PROBLEM II. Given A E RnXn, find A* E SE such that 
where SE is the solution set of Problem Ic or Problem I. 
We point out that if Problem I is solvable, then Problem II has a unique solution, and the 
expression of the solution is derived. 
The paper is organized as follows. At first, we will prove the existence theorem and provide 
the expression of the solution for Problems I and II in Section 2. Then, in Section 3, we will 
prove the existence and uniqueness theorem and give the expression of the solution of Problem II. 
Finally, in Section 3, we also give the algorithm to compute the approximate solution and some 
numerical experiments. 
2. THE EXPRESSION OF THE 
GENERAL SOLUTION OF PROBLEM I 
For the construction of CSJR”~“, there are the following results. 
LEMMA 1. (See [24].) 
(1) For 12 = 2/c, 
If we set 
then 
MoH 
> I 
DT M,HcRkxk 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2) For n = 2k + 1, 
N u HSk 
(2.4) 
If we set 
then 
{ ( 
N+H fiu 0 
CSRnx” = A=D fivT a 
0 0 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
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It is easy to see that D defined in (2.2) or (2.5) satisfies DTD = I,. 
Let X1 E Rkxm, X2 E R( * - k)xm, and the SVDs of X1, X2 be, respectively, 
x1 =u : ; VT =ulclv~, ( > (2.7) 
where u = (VI, u2) E ORkxk, V = (Vl, V2) E ORmX”, U1 E Rkxrl, V, E Rmxrl, ~1 = rank (xl), 
Cl = diag(al,. . . ,+1), gi > 0, 1 ii I r1; 
X2= P ; ; QT = P,C,Q;, 
( > 
(24 
where P = (Pl,Ps) E OR(n-k)X(n-k), Q = (Q1,Q2) E ORmX”, p1 E R(n-k)xrz, Q1 E RnlX~z, 
r2 = rank (X2), CZ = diag(&,&, . , &), 6, > 0, 1 5 i 5 r2. 
Next we study Problem I, when n is even, there is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Given X, B E R2kxm (n = 2k). Let D be defined in (2.2). Set 
X1,X2 E Rkxm, 
Bl, B2 E Rkxm. 
(2.9) 
Let the SVDs of X1 and X2 be (2.7) and (2.8), respectively (where n = 2k). Then Problem I is 
solvable, and its general solution can be expressed as 
Gl E Rkx(k-‘l) , G2 E RWk-rz), (2.10) 
A,, = D “b”: B2$ > DT. 
PROOF. For any A E CSR 2kx2k, by Lemma 1, there exist M, H E Rkxk such that 
DTAD= M;H M”H 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
From the orthogonal invariance of the Fkobenius norm, it follows 
/AX - ~11~ = JIDT~D~T~ - ~~~11’ 
= 
IK M:H Ml,) (;:> - (:;)I1 
= II(M + H)xl - B1112 + ll(M - H)X2 - B2jj2 
= 
/I 
UT(M+H)U(2 ;) -UTB1V1/2 
(2.13) 
+IIPT(M-H)P(: ;)-PTB2Q112 
= \IU;(M + H)UICl - UT Blh(12 + I\Uz’(M + H)Ul& - U,TB~VI/~~ 
+ \[-U:BIV~([~ + (I-U:B1V42 + IIP;(M - H)PlC2 - P,‘B2Q1112 
+ )lP,‘(M - H)P1C2 - P:&QI)/~ + Il-P:B2Q2/12 + /-P;B2Q2/(2. 
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Thus, j\AX - BJI = IninA~CSR2kX2k if and only if 
Set 
Since 
UT(M + H)Ul = UTB,V,C,l, U,T(M + H)Ul = U,TB,V,C,l, 
P:(M - H)Pl = P,TB2Q1C,1, P;(M - H)P, = P,TB2Q1C;! 
(2.14) 
G =u U;r(M+Vh 
1 
U,‘(M + H)Uz > E RkX(k--rd 
UT(M + H)U = 
U,T(M + H)& U,T(M + H)Uz 
U,‘(M + H)Ul U$(M + H)Uz > ’ 
> 
= BIV,C,~, x+ = v,c,w- 1 1 . 
By substituting the first two formulas in (2.14) into (2.16), we obtain 
M + H = BlX,+ + G&-. 
Similarly, we have 
M-H=B&+G~P,T, G2 E Bkx(k-rz) 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
Substituting (2.17) and (2.18) into (2.12) gives 
A =D B1o”: B2;z)DT+D(G1F GzOp:) DT. 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 1. Given X, B E RZkxm. Let Xi, Bi (i = 1,2) and D be defined asin (2.7) and [2.2), 
respectively. Let the SVDs of X1 and X2 be (2.7) and (2.8), respectively. Then Problem Ic is 
solvable if and only if 
BlX,+Xl = B1, B2Xz+Xs = B2, (2.19) 
and its general solution may be represented as 
B2;l j DT i-D (“b”’ GzOp:) DT’ 
Gi E B”+-“1 G2 E B”X(“-Tz) 
(2.20) 
PROOF. Evidently, AX = B is equivalent to [IAX - B/l2 = 0. Therefore, it follows from (2.13) 
that AX = B is solvable in CSR nxn if and only if (2.14) and the below formulas hold: 
UrTB,V2 = 0, U,TB,V, = 0, I’:&&2 = 0, P2TB2Q2 = 0. (2.21) 
From (2.14) and the proof of Theorem 1, it follows that the general solution of Problem Is can 
be expressed as (2.20). 
Since UUT = Ik, PPT = Ik, U = (VI, Uz), and P = (PI, Ps), (2.21) is equivalent to 
BrV2 = 0, B2Q2 = 0. (2.22) 
Substituting VsVc = I,,, -X,+X1 and &2&i = I, - X:X, into (2.19), and noting that VTVs = 
I,_,, and Q,‘Q2 = I,-,,, we conclude that (2.22) and (2.19) are equivalent. The corollary is 
proved. 
When 72 is odd, similar to Theorem 1, we have the following result. 
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THEOREM 2. Given X, B E R(2k+‘)xm(where n = 2k + 1). Set 
DTX = XI, BI E Rck+‘jxm, X2, B2 E Rkxm. (2.23) 
Let the SVDs of X1, X2 be (2.7) and (2.8) (where n = 2k + 1, n - k = k + l), respectively. Then 
the general solution of Problem II can be expressed as 
where 
(2.25) 
A=Ao+D o 
( 
GIUz’ 0 
> G2P2’ ’ 
vG1 E R(“+‘)x(k+l-‘1) , G2 E RW--Td, (2.24) 
A0 = D BIF B2$,+) DT, D is defined in (2.5). 
PROOF. For any A E CSR(2k+1)x(2k+1), by Lemma 1, there exist N, H E Rkxk, u, v E R”, a! E R 
such that 
( 
NfH fiu 0 
DTAD= avT p (2.26) 
0 0 
Set 
> 
. 
Noting the orthogonality of D, we have 
= IIAIIXI - hII2 + ll(N - H)X2 - B2112. 
Similar to the discussion of Theorem 1, we can obtain the general solution pf IlAX - BII = min. 
AH = BIX,+ + GJJ,T, G1 g R(k+l)x(“+‘-“1 7 (2.27) 
N-H=B2X,++G2P,T, G2 E RkX(k-rz) (2.28) 
Substituting (2.27) and (2.28) into (2.26) gives 
This is the expression of the general solution of Problem I. The proof is completed. 
Similar to the discussion of Corollary 1, we have the following. 
COROLLARY 2. Given X, B E R(2k+1)xm. Th e symbols and notations are the same as in The& 
rem 2. Then Problem IO is solvable if and only if 
BlX,+Xl = BI, BzX,+X, = B2, 
and its general solution can be expressed as 
A = D “lo”: B2;;)DT+D(G1FT 2;;)DT’ 
G1 E R&+1)x (k+l--rl) 
7 
G2 E RkX(k--rz) 
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3. THE EXPRESSION OF THE SOLUTION OF PROBLEM II 
When the solution set SE of Problem I is nonempty, it is easy to verify that SE is a closed 
convex set. Therefore, when n is even, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 3. Given A E Rnxn, X,B E Rnxn (n = 2k). The symbols and conditions are the 
same as in Theorem 1. If Problem I is solvable, then Problem II has a unique solution A* E SE, 
which can be expressed as 
A*=Ao+D A11;u: _ ’ (- A&P2T DT, (3.1) 
where A0 and D are the same as in (2.11) and (2.2), respectively 
& = f (&S/c) (” - AI) (;) , &, = f (Ik, --Sk) (” - AI) (_;k) .
PROOF. Because SE is a closed convex set, Problem II has a unique solution A* by [22]. By 
Theorem 1, for every A E SE, A can be expressed as 
0 
GzP; > 
DT, G1 E Rkx(M), Gz E R’+k-rz). (3.2) 
Let 
(3.3) 
where 
All = ; (Ik,sk) (‘i - AI) (2) , a22 = ; (Ik, -Sk) p - Aa) ( _2k) , 
A2l=;(h,-sk)(A-&) (;), &,=f(&%)(A-ACI) (_-k). 
(3.4) 
Prom the orthogonality of D, for any A E SE, we obtain 
= AlI -G& II - 
2 
II II + A22 - G2P: 112+ p121(2+ (p211(2. 
Thus, /[A - AIJ = minAEsE is equivalent to 
and 
II - AlI -G& = II min &eR~X(k-rl) 
II - A22 - G2P2’ = II min &eRkX@-‘z) ’ 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
Applying the orthogonslity of U and UTU2 = 0 and UzUs = I&,, , we find 
II - All -WT 112 = ll&J-J - Gu:U1/2 = lI&412 + ll&lUz - Gli12. 
Therefore, when 
Gr = A11U2, 
I/A,, - GlUzll reaches its minimum. Similarly, when 
G2 = A22P2, 
/IA22 - GzP,~ I( attains its minimum. 
Substituting (3.7) and (3.8) into (3.2) g ives (3.1). This completes the proof. 
When n is odd, similar to the discussion of Theorem 3, we have the following result. 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
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THEOREM 4. Given A E Rnxn, X,B E Rnxm (n = 2k+ 1). Th e symbols and conditions are the 
same as in Theorem 2. If Problem I is solvable, then Problem II has a unique solution A* E SE, 
which can be expressed as 
AiiU&,T A*=Ao+D o 
( 
0 
- 
Azz Pz Pz’ > 
DT, (3.9) 
where A0 and D are defined in (2.27) and (2.51, respectively, 
Now we give the procedure to compute the optimal approximate solution A* of Problem II and 
two experiment examples. 
ALGORITHM. (When n = 2k): 
(1) input A, X, and B; 
(2) compute Xi, X2, Bi, Bz according to (2.9); 
(3) find the singular value decompositions of Xi, X2 according to (2.7) and (2.8); 
(4) calculate A0 according to (2.11); 
(5) compute Ali, A22 according to (3.4); 
(6) according to (3.1) calculate A*. 
EXAMPLE 1. Taking n = 4, m = 3, k = 2, 
Using the soft “MATLAB”, we obtain the unique solution of Problem II 
i 
-1.3037 -0.6257 0.7792 -1.2497 
A* 
0.5916 1.0014 -0.6100 -0.7026 
= 
-0.7026 -0.6100 1.0014 0.5916 
-1.2497 0.7792 -0.6257 -1.3037 
EXAMPLE 2. Taking n = 5, m = 4, k = 2, 
1 -2.345 0 2 4.3 
2 1.0234 0 2.4 -1 
A= l 3 
-1.23 
2 1.23 -3 1 1 , 
1 2 2 -3 
2.3 0 1.39 3 2.4 
-1 -3 2.75 
1 0 -3 
B = i 1 0 -7.25 
2 -2 1 
01 0 
The unique solution A* of Problem II is 
-1.1859 1.2523 1.4329 
0.8826 1.1755 1.8293 
A* = -0.5915 -2.8821 -8.7439 
-1.1607 3.0229 1.8293 
1.281 -0.6125 1.4329 
1 0 3 
2 -2 0 
x= ( -1 0 1 
0 1 -1 
3 2 0 
9.75 
0 
-8.75 I . 
14 
-8.5 
-0.6125 1.2481 
3.0229 -1.1607 
-2.8821 -0.5915 
1.1755 0.8826 
1.25 3 - .1859 I 
. 
-2 
1 
0 1 
2 
1 1 
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